What We Hold

Scientists’ work such as fieldwork, study of collected data, publications, and also lectures and research management documents.

Facts & Figures

- 2,625 linear feet of stored records
- Close to 700,000 iconographic documents
- More than 1 TB of electronic files
- 21,500 digitized online records

Online Index to Collections: archives.mae.u-paris10.fr

Our Collections Include

Notebooks, drawings, photographs, maps, databases, scientific letters, article and conference drafts, working documents, reports...

Some Examples of Scientists’ Collections


Dates in brackets are dates of documents.

Our records reflect 20th Century scientific activities in Archaeology, Prehistory, Protohistory, Ancient History and Medieval History.

Records of Archaeological Missions

- 1 or 2 Sites
- 3 to 7 Sites

Records of Ethnographic Surveys

- Country where the Survey Took Place
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